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Amy Greenan - Fur: Paintings & Other
Oddities
"As I continue to be utilize the themes of selfportraiture, body issues, and memory (either
real or imagined), the work you see in this
exhibition signals a transitio…
Jump to event

A Time for Love: Songs from a Marriage
Studio Arena Theatre in association with
O’Connell & Company, are proud to present the
East Cost Premiere of A TIME FOR LOVE:
SONGS FROM A MARRIAGE, the new Richard
…
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Jump to event

Mar 30th, 9:57am
Escape The Fate
Escape The Fate deliver electrifying melodies
and shattering screams with raw emotional
force. Their staggering Epitaph debut entitled
THERE'S NO SYMPATHY FOR THE DEAD…
Jump to event

Josh Gage
Nietzsche's presents Josh Gage! April 23, 9PM
Nietzsche's 248 Allen Street 716.886.8539
Jump to event

By Elena Cala Buscarino

Buffalo native Kevin Dean married Carey Bennett, a costume
designer with a sense of humor (SCRUBS, The Office). When the
talented designer started making fuzzy buffalo hats with horns for
family members here in Buffalo, people started trying to buy them
off of their heads, and a small business was born.
The hats, (think Flintstones and Honeymooners) are a natural for all
Buffalonians, but particularly sports fans. The horns are snap-on,
so they rotate and can be taken off entirely, depending on the
wearer's mood.
In town from LA, Kevin and local members of his family went to Pano's last night after a photo shoot
in front of HSBC. Their dinner was interrupted several times by people interested in buying the
hats, so Kevin went back out to the car, got his supply and sold some. One went to Don Hoffman
from Airport Jewelers (the arm and a leg guy), who thinks he might incorporate the cap in an
upcoming commercial.
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The buffalo hat business has become a family affair--with Dean's sister, Mary O'Brien helping him to
market, and his neice, Buffalo State College art major, Kelly O'Brien, designing the logo.
Dean, a key grip in Hollywood, says he loves Buffalo and likened it to LA, a place where he says
people used to go into the city to work, and then head out at night. Now, however, La is filling up
with loft apartments and live/work space for artists, in a renaissance movement...just like Buffalo's.
Each hat comes with care and feeding instructions more information can be found at
BestEverBuffalo.com.
And Carey's scrubs can be found at besteverscrubs.com.
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